
 

2022 Bulgarian National English Spelling Bee 
Junior 

National Level Study Words 
1.  absent отсъстващ He was absent from school for two weeks. 
2.  accurate точен His description of the man was not very accurate. 
3.  ache болка I felt a painful ache in my leg. 
4.  acorn жълъд The acorn is the small brown nut of the oak tree. 
5.  across през He walked across the field. 
6.  adore обожавам Animal lovers absolutely adore their pets. 
7.  airport летище He landed at Sofia airport this morning. 
8.  almond бадем The almond in the chocolate bar was delicious. 
9.  ancient древен  This year we study the history of the ancient civilizations. 

10.  angry ядосан I came home late and my mother was angry. 
11.  animal животно  Cat is my favorite animal. 
12.  answer отговор I am waiting to hear your answer to my question. 
13.  apron престилка My grandma always wears an apron when she cooks. 
14.  aquarium аквариум Maria has only one golden fish in her aquarium. 
15.  attic таван Many families store their old furniture in the attic. 
16.  aunt леля My aunt lives in a small village. 
17.  avocado авокадо Mum added an avocado to the salad. 
18.  bathroom баня We go to the bathroom to take a shower. 
19.  beak клюн The stork has a fish in its beak. 
20.  beautiful красив My mother is a very beautiful woman. 
21.  beehive кошер A beehive cannot exist without a queen bee. 
22.  believe вярвам Do you believe her? 
23.  bench пейка My grandmother likes to sit on the bench in the park. 
24.  bird птица Let the bird fly away. 
25.  biscuit бисквита I took a biscuit from the box and ate it with pleasure. 
26.  bite хапя The dog will bite you if you step on its tail. 
27.  bitter горчив This grapefruit is very bitter.  
28.  blade острие The blade of this knife is very sharp. 
29.  blood кръв He lost a lot of blood in the accident. 
30.  blossom цъфтя The cherry trees blossom in spring. 
31.  bottom дъно I found the key on the bottom of my bag. 
32.  bow лък He was armed with a bow and an arrow. 
33.  bracelet гривна My sister received a golden bracelet as a birthday gift. 
34.  brain мозък I don't understand how the human brain works.  
35.  branch клон Ivo climbed the tree and sat on a thick branch.  
36.  breakfast закуска I always have my breakfast early in the morning. 
37.  brick тухла They built the house brick by brick. 
38.  bridge мост The two banks of the river were connected by a bridge.   
39.  bring нося Don't forget to bring your books with you. 
40.  broad широк She turned to me with a broad smile. 
41.  broccoli броколи Many kids don’t like broccoli in their meals. 
42.  bucket кофа There's almost no water left in the bucket. 
43.  buy купувам Where can I buy a ticket? 
44.  buyer купувач Have you found a buyer for your house? 
45.  camera фотоапарат I took my camera for the trip to Italy.  
46.  canoe кану We crossed the lake by canoe. 
47.  cape пелерина John got the Superman’s cape for Christmas. 



48.  capital столица Sofia is the capital of Bulgaria. 
49.  catch хващам Catch me if you can.  
50.  cauliflower карфиол Cauliflower is similar to broccoli, but it is white. 
51.  chalk тебешир Take the chalk and write the word on the blackboard. 
52.  check проверявам Please check the address written on the envelope. 
53.  cheek буза She kissed me on the cheek. 
54.  chestnut кестен The squirrel grabbed the chestnut from the ground. 
55.  chew дъвча After the operation it will be difficult to chew hard food. 
56.  childhood детство What is your favorite memory from the childhood? 
57.  chimney комин He believes Santa Claus comes in through the chimney. 
58.  chop нарязвам Chop the carrots into small pieces. 
59.  cinnamon канела Cinnamon gives special flavor to Christmas cookies. 
60.  clean чист I always keep my room clean. 
61.  clever умен The clever boy finished the puzzle quickly. 
62.  clown клоун The clown does silly things to make people laugh. 
63.  clumsy непохватен Tim was a clumsy boy, always bumping into the furniture 
64.  coin монета I put a coin in my piggy bank. 
65.  collect събирам Collect the books and put them on my desk. 
66.  comfortable удобен My new shoes are very comfortable. 
67.  conductor диригент An orchestra conductor directs the musicians. 
68.  confident уверен I'm confident that you will win the competition. 
69.  connect свързвам First connect the printer to the computer. 
70.  core основен Students study five core subjects. 
71.  corner ъгъл Don’t hide behind the corner. 
72.  cough кашлица I got a bad cough after my winter hike in the mountain. 
73.  country държава It's the most popular music festival in the country. 
74.  cousin братовчед/ка My cousin Silvia does not like mushrooms. 
75.  create създавам I asked Ivan to create a website for me. 
76.  creature същество The first living creature sent into space was a dog named Laika. 
77.  cricket щурец The cricket is a small brown jumping insect. 
78.  crunchy хрупкав Grandma’s crunchy chocolate chip cookies are my favorite. 
79.  cuckoo кукувица The cuckoo lays her egg in another bird's nest. 
80.  cucumber краставица Peel the cucumber and chop it into small cubes. 
81.  curious любопитен He is such a curious boy, always asking questions. 
82.  cyclist колоездач The cyclist wears a helmet whenever he rides a bicycle. 
83.  dance танцувам Will you dance with me? 
84.  dandelion  глухарче The yellow dandelion has a fluffy seed ball. 
85.  decide решавам I can't tell you what to do—you'll have to decide. 
86.  describe описвам Use words to describe what you hear and see. 
87.  dessert десерт We didn’t ask for a dessert as our bellies were full. 
88.  destroy разрушавам Strong earthquakes destroy towns and villages. 
89.  difficult труден The math test was very difficult. 
90.  dirty мръсен The dirty clothes go in the washing machine. 
91.  disappear изчезвам The fog began to disappear around ten o'clock. 
92.  disgust отвращение She wrinkled her nose in disgust at the smell. 

93.  dragonfly водно конче 
The dragonfly is an insect with a long, thin body and two pairs of 
wings. 

94.  draw рисувам The teacher asked the kids to draw a house. 
95.  earthquake земетресение The earthquake hit the city at two in the morning. 
96.  eel змиорка An eel is a long, thin fish that looks like a snake. 
97.  electricity електричество We didn’t have electricity last night and I couldn’t watch the match. 
98.  empty празен The theatre hall was half empty. 



99.  energetic енергичен My grandmother is very energetic for her age. 
100.  enter влизам You have to knock before you enter the room. 
101.  equal равен I will divide the pie into 6 equal pieces. 
102.  example пример Can you give me an example of what you mean? 
103.  excited развълнуван The children were excited about opening their presents. 
104.  exercise упражнение Do exercise one for homework. 
105.  explanation обяснение She left the room without explanation. 
106.  eyelash мигла I always make a wish on a fallen eyelash. 
107.  fairy фея A fairy is a small creature with magic powers. 
108.  fantastic фантастичен The weather was absolutely fantastic. 
109.  feather перо I found a peacock feather and it is very beautiful.  
110.  fierce свиреп There was a fierce battle between the two sides. 
111.  finger пръст I noticed the ring on the third finger of her left hand. 
112.  fisherman рибар The old fisherman gave us some fish. 
113.  flight полет The flight from Varna to Sofia was late. 
114.  flower цвете The rose is my favorite flower. 
115.  foggy мъглив It's hard to see outside when it's foggy. 
116.  follow следвам Follow me and I'll show you the way. 
117.  fool глупак Stop behaving like a fool! 
118.  foresee предвиждам It is impossible to foresee the future. 
119.  forever завинаги I will remember this day forever. 
120.  forward напред He took two steps forward. 
121.  fragile чуплив Be careful not to drop the glass; it’s very fragile. 
122.  frequently често Buses run frequently between the city and the airport. 
123.  friend приятел Iva is my best friend. 
124.  garden градина The city garden was full of flowers. 
125.  garlic чесън Fry the onion and garlic for about two minutes. 
126.  geography география We study geography using maps of the world. 
127.  ghost призрак It wasn't a ghost; it was a real person. 
128.  giant великан The cave is the home of a legendary giant. 

129.  giraffe жираф 
The giraffe is a tall African animal with a very long neck and long 
legs. 

130.  glossy лъскав Her hair looked soft and glossy. 
131.  gorilla горила We saw a big black gorilla in the zoo. 
132.  grandfather дядо My grandfather is 84 years old. 
133.  grateful благодарен I am very grateful to my teacher. 
134.  gross гаден Don't pick your nose, it is gross! 
135.  ground земя I jumped from the tree and fell on the ground. 
136.  grow раста All children grow to become adults. 
137.  guest гост The last guest arrived just on time and the dinner started. 
138.  gymnastics гимнастика She does gymnastics at school. 
139.  hammer чук I need a hammer to fix the broken bench. 
140.  headache главоболие He's got a headache and a slight fever. 
141.  hide крия I'll find a better place to hide my toy. 
142.  highway магистрала The new highway from Sofia to Burgas is very fast.  
143.  hippo хипопотам The hippo is a large heavy African animal. 
144.  hole дупка The mouse made a hole in the cheese. 
145.  holiday празник Christmas is my favorite holiday. 

146.  homework 
домашна 
работа I spent an hour to prepare my math homework. 

147.  honest честен He gave an honest answer to a difficult question. 
148.  hope надявам се I hope I will pass the exam. 



149.  hour час It will take about an hour to get there. 
150.  hundred сто The child can count from one to a hundred. 
151.  hurt наранявам Sometimes words hurt more than swords. 
152.  important важен Spelling and good grammar are both very important. 
153.  invitation покана I received an invitation for the school concert. 
154.  iron желязо Iron is attracted to magnets. 
155.  jacket яке I bought a new warm jacket for the winter. 
156.  joke шега That's an old joke—I've heard it lots of times. 
157.  juice сок Orange juice is my favorite. 
158.  jump скачам Let’s jump into the pool at the same time. 
159.  keep продължавам Keep smiling! 
160.  keyboard клавиатура Using the mouse is quicker than using the keyboard. 
161.  kindness доброта I'll never forget your kindness to me. 
162.  kitchen кухня The kitchen is next to the living room. 
163.  knot възел Tie the two ropes together in a knot. 
164.  ladder стълба We put up the ladder against the wall. 
165.  lake езеро Do you want to go for a swim in the lake? 
166.  large голям Some of the clothes looked very large. 
167.  leaf листо A yellow leaf fell from the tree. 
168.  leek праз (лук) Leek is used like an onion in cooking. 
169.  lentils леща A handful of lentils is perfect for making a salad. 
170.  lesson урок I have a piano lesson after school today. 
171.  limp куцам He had to limp when he injured his ankle. 
172.  listen слушам Listen carefully to your teacher and repeat! 
173.  little малък We passed through several nice little towns. 
174.  live живея My grandparents live in a small village. 
175.  lunch обяд I always have lunch at my desk. 
176.  magician фокусник A magician will do magic tricks at the party. 
177.  magnifier лупа You can see the details if you use a magnifier. 
178.  mail поща Is there a letter for me in the mail? 
179.  marsh блато After so much rain, the field had become a marsh. 
180.  marvel чудо The bridge is an engineering marvel. 
181.  mash смачквам Mash the potatoes with a fork. 
182.  mayor кмет The person who runs our city is the mayor. 
183.  mean означава What does it mean? 
184.  meaning значение What's the meaning of this word? 
185.  meatball кюфте Fry the meatball with oil for about 2 minutes. 
186.  meek кротък The meek girl stays close to her mother. 
187.  meet срещам (се) I hope we’ll meet again soon. 
188.  memory памет He had a great memory for detail. 
189.  mermaid русалка My favorite Disney movie is the “The little mermaid”. 
190.  mighty могъщ The mighty giant did not frighten him. 
191.  mince меля We have to mince some meat to prepare burgers for dinner. 
192.  minus минус Ten minus five is five. 
193.  mirror огледало Look at yourself in the mirror. 
194.  mistake грешка You must try to learn from this mistake. 
195.  monkey маймуна There is a new monkey in the nearby zoo.  
196.  monster чудовище The scary monster was ugly and mean. 
197.  month месец I will travel to Greece next month. 
198.  moss мъх The walls of the fortress were covered in moss.  
199.  moth молец A moth can be mistaken for a butterfly. 
200.  mountain планина I had a long hike in the nearby mountain. 



201.  mouth уста She opened her mouth to say something. 
202.  muddy кален My boots were all muddy. 
203.  muscle мускул Every muscle in his body hurt after the marathon. 
204.  mustard горчица I don't like mustard; it is too hot. 
205.  narrow тесен The gate is too narrow for the car. 
206.  nature природа Nature is most colorful in autumn. 
207.  necessary необходим Food and water are necessary to live. 
208.  newspaper вестник I read about it in the newspaper. 
209.  night нощ Did you hear the storm last night? 
210.  noisy шумен Be quiet in the library, not noisy. 
211.  north север Cold winds come from the north. 
212.  octopus октопод The octopus has eight legs. 
213.  opinion мнение I didn't ask for your opinion! 
214.  ordinary обикновен These cups are for ordinary, everyday use. 
215.  owner собственик I am the proud owner of a new car. 
216.  oxygen кислород After dark the plants stop producing oxygen. 
217.  pancake палачинка I put a lot of jam on my pancake. 
218.  paper хартия She wrote her name and address on the small piece of paper. 
219.  paw лапа The dog hurt its paw. 
220.  peach праскова That peach was sweet and juicy. 
221.  peacock паун The peacock is a very beautiful big bird. 
222.  peanut фъстък Peanut after peanut – I ate the whole package.  
223.  pebble речен камък A pebble is a smooth, round stone found in or near water. 
224.  pepper пипер Pepper makes food spicy. 
225.  performance представление The performance starts at seven. 
226.  pick избирам Pick a number from one to twenty. 
227.  picture снимка His picture appeared in the local paper. 
228.  piece парче Can you give me one more piece of cake? 

229.  pierce продупчвам 
She wanted to pierce another hole in her ear but her mother didn’t 
let her. 

230.  pile купчина The clothes were in a pile on the floor. 
231.  place място My treehouse is my favorite place. 
232.  plant растение Water the plant regularly to keep it alive. 
233.  plaster гипс We covered the hole in the wall with plaster. 
234.  please моля Please don't leave me here alone. 
235.  pocket джоб I keep my keys in the pocket of my pants. 
236.  point точка She won her first point for this game. 
237.  poisonous отровен Some mushrooms are good to eat; some are poisonous. 
238.  policeman полицай A policeman was called to the house just after midnight. 
239.  poppy мак A poppy is a plant with bright red flowers. 
240.  popular популярен Krisko is one of the most popular Bulgarian singers.  
241.  possible възможен Do everything possible to do your homework on time. 
242.  postpone отлагам I will postpone the party until next week. 
243.  present подарък Mary got a doll as a birthday present. 
244.  project проект I am working on a very interesting school project. 
245.  promise обещавам Promise not to tell anyone! 
246.  puffy пухкав She wore a puffy sweater and tight jeans. 
247.  pumpkin тиква Their Halloween pumpkin this year was a monster. 
248.  puppy кученце The small puppy quickly grew into a very large dog. 
249.  purple лилав She looks so beautiful in her new purple dress. 
250.  pursue преследвам The cat will pursue the mouse as it runs away. 
251.  push бутам When you push the gate, it doesn't open. 



252.  puzzle пъзел This puzzle has two pieces missing. 
253.  python питон A python is a very large snake. 
254.  quarter четвъртина I can eat only one quarter of this apple. 
255.  question въпрос She didn’t receive an answer to her question. 
256.  quiet тих Be quiet or you'll wake the whole house! 
257.  quince дюля A big yellow quince fell from the tree. 
258.  ready готов I feel ready for anything! 
259.  relax успокоявам се I will only relax when I know you are safe. 
260.  remain оставам Remain here and wait until I come back. 
261.  rescue спасявам The firefighters helped to rescue the woman.  
262.  respect уважавам We have to respect the old people. 
263.  reward награда You deserve a reward for being so helpful. 
264.  rice ориз Fried rice is a very popular dish in China. 
265.  ring пръстен He was wearing a ring on his middle finger. 
266.  roast пека I will roast a chicken in the oven. 
267.  rocket ракета The new space rocket could be seen at the Air & Space Museum. 
268.  roof покрив Tim climbed on to the garage roof. 
269.  school  училище My brother and I go to the same school. 
270.  scratch драскотина There's a scratch on the side of our car. 
271.  scream пищя I scream loudly when I am scared. 
272.  seal тюлен A seal is a large animal which lives in and near the sea. 
273.  season сезон Spring is my favorite season. 
274.  secret тайна Tell me your secret and I won't tell anyone. 
275.  shadow сянка The shadow moves with the sun. 
276.  shelf рафт The librarian put the book back on the shelf. 
277.  shirt риза He always wears a shirt and a tie. 
278.  shore бряг Let’s swim from the boat to the shore! 
279.  shoulder рамо He looked back over his shoulder. 
280.  shout викам When you shout, I hear you loud and clear. 
281.  sick болен I was sick in bed all week. 
282.  silly глупав Her work is full of silly mistakes. 
283.  skyscraper небостъргач A skyscraper is a very tall building in a city. 
284.  sleeve ръкав I saw a small stain on my left sleeve. 
285.  slide хлъзгам The melting snow began to slide from the roofs. 
286.  smelly миризлив Don't leave your smelly sneakers in the living room. 
287.  snail охлюв The snail is a small soft creature with a hard, round shell on its back. 
288.  sneeze кихам You sneeze when you get a cold. 
289.  soon скоро We will eat soon because lunch is in five minutes. 
290.  spade лопата My younger brother took his bucket and spade to play on the beach. 
291.  special специален There is something special about this place. 
292.  speed скорост The hedgehogs can move with surprising speed. 
293.  splash плискам (се) Kids love to splash in the swimming pool. 
294.  sponge гъба Wipe the table with a clean sponge. 
295.  station гара The train just arrived at the station. 
296.  sticky лепкав His fingers were sticky and covered with jam. 
297.  strange странен This may seem strange but it's the truth. 
298.  street улица We cross the street at the green light. 
299.  stretch разтягам (се) Yoga is a great way to stretch your body. 
300.  suddenly изведнъж In seconds, the bright sky suddenly went dark. 
301.  summer лято I often go swimming in summer. 
302.  superhero супергерой Superman is the first superhero, who appeared in June 1938. 
303.  support подкрепа You will have all my support if you ask for it. 



304.  survive оцелявам A person cannot survive without water. 
305.  swan лебед A swan is a large bird with a long, thin neck. 
306.  sweet сладък I found the dessert too sweet for my taste. 
307.  swimsuit бански костюм My new swimsuit is with blue and white stripes. 
308.  swing люлка Her dad pushed her on the swing. 
309.  swordfish риба меч A swordfish is a large sea fish. 
310.  teacher учител My mother is an English teacher. 
311.  team отбор They play volleyball for the national team. 
312.  tear сълза A tear rolled down his face. 
313.  temperature температура The temperature has risen by five degrees. 
314.  thing нещо Saying is one thing and doing another. 
315.  throw хвърлям Can you throw me the ball? 
316.  tick кърлеж I found a tick on my cat because she was scratching herself. 
317.  title заглавие A title is the name of a book on its cover. 
318.  together заедно Let’s do our homework together. 
319.  tomato домат Add one more tomato to the salad. 
320.  tongue език You taste food with your tongue. 
321.  touch докосвам Can you touch your toes? 
322.  travel пътувам I want to travel around the world. 
323.  tree дърво The cat climbed the tree and hid in its branches. 
324.  triangle триъгълник A triangle has three straight sides and three angles. 
325.  trouble неприятност Sorry, I didn't mean to cause any trouble. 
326.  trout пъстърва Fish like carp and trout live in fresh water. 
327.  trunk багажник Dad opened the trunk of the car and put all the luggage there. 
328.  turnip ряпа I like turnip and carrot salad.   
329.  twice два пъти They go swimming twice a week. 
330.  uncle чичо My uncle bought a nice watch for my aunt. 
331.  unhappy нещастен This story has an unhappy ending. 
332.  unusual необикновен She has a very unusual name. 
333.  unwrap разопаковам Don't unwrap your present until your birthday. 
334.  village село Only thirty people live in the tiny village. 
335.  vinegar оцет I always put some vinegar on the cucumber salad. 
336.  violin цигулка The violin is a musical instrument with strings. 
337.  voice глас She has a beautiful singing voice. 
338.  volleyball волейбол We played volleyball at the school yard after classes. 
339.  wallet портфейл He put his money in the wallet. 
340.  watch гледам Watch what I do, then you try. 
341.  watermelon диня A watermelon is a very sweet and juicy fruit. 
342.  weather време We'll have lunch outside, if the weather is good. 
343.  week седмица I will come to see you next week. 
344.  weird странен He’s got some weird ideas. 
345.  whale кит The blue whale is the largest animal in the ocean. 
346.  wonderful чудесен We had a wonderful time last Sunday. 
347.  word дума Use each word in a sentence. 
348.  write пиша Write your name on the top of the test. 
349.  year година My grandmother turned 70 last year. 
350.  yellow жълт Lemons are yellow and limes are green. 
351.  anthem химн The band played the national anthem at the opening ceremony. 
352.  attack нападам Most dogs will not attack unless provoked. 
353.  awesome страхотен My new computer game is awesome! 
354.  birthday рожден ден We will celebrate Sam’s fifth birthday on Saturday. 
355.  bottle бутилка She filled the bottle with water. 



356.  button копче A button was missing from his shirt. 
357.  cabbage зеле Rabbits love carrots and cabbage. 
358.  canary канарче A canary is a small bird and people sometimes keep it as a pet. 
359.  cardboard картон The students created interesting models from cardboard. 

360.  cartoon 
анимационен 
филм “Tom and Jerry“ is my favorite cartoon. 

361.  celebrity 
известна 
личност He became a celebrity after winning a gold medal in Tokyo. 

362.  charming чаровен The charming princess was kind and polite to everyone. 
363.  cockroach хлебарка A brown cockroach crawled up our kitchen wall. 
364.  compare сравнявам I compare my height to my mom's to see if I am taller. 
365.  congratulate поздравявам We wanted to congratulate him on his victory. 
366.  disappoint разочаровам I hate to disappoint you, but I'm just not interested. 
367.  discover  откривам We have to discover his plans. 

368.  dishwasher 
миялна 
машина She put all the dishes in the dishwasher after the guests left. 

369.  distance разстояние The distance from my house to my school is less than 100 meters. 
370.  elevator асансьор The meeting is on the fifth floor, so we'd better take the elevator. 
371.  excellent отличен You can get an excellent view of the town from the balcony. 
372.  exceptional изключителен He is a speller of exceptional talent. 
373.  expensive скъп I don’t have money to buy an expensive phone. 
374.  fearless безстрашен She is fearless and full of energy. 
375.  goalkeeper вратар He now plays as goalkeeper for Liverpool. 
376.  grandmother баба I will visit my grandmother this weekend. 
377.  hazelnut лешник The hazelnut is the small brown nut of the hazel tree. 
378.  imagination въображение I can never make up stories - I have absolutely no imagination. 
379.  interview интервю In the interview they asked the actor about his future plans. 
380.  journalist журналист The journalist writes articles for the newspaper. 
381.  lightning светкавица I saw lightning, then I heard thunder. 
382.  medicine лекарство Patients feel better after taking medicine. 
383.  mosquito комар A mosquito is a flying insect that bites humans and animals. 
384.  nephew племенник My nephew is the son of my brother. 
385.  parsley магданоз Parsley is a popular herb used in many meals. 
386.  perhaps може би Perhaps it will rain. 
387.  pleasure удоволствие In the evenings she likes to read for pleasure.  
388.  pomegranate нар I ate the juicy, red seeds of the pomegranate. 
389.  raspberry малина I ate the last raspberry from the bowl.  
390.  rhythm ритъм The rhythm of this song makes me want to dance. 
391.  snowdrop кокиче The snowdrop is a small white flower that appears in early spring. 
392.  spacious просторен The hotel rooms are spacious and comfortable. 
393.  squeeze изстисквам Squeeze the juice of two lemons. 
394.  strength сила He pushed against the door with all his strength. 
395.  successful успешен Luckily, his first attempt was successful. 
396.  surprise изненада Her letter came as a complete surprise. 
397.  teaspoon чаена лъжичка  Remove from heat and add 1 teaspoon of vanilla. 
398.  toothpaste паста за зъби I brush my teeth with mint toothpaste. 
399.  whisper шепна She heard him whisper her name. 
400.  whistle подсвирквам He started to whistle his favorite tune. 

 


